
 

 

Highest Level Reading Performance 

The IOSS WID110 Wafer ID reader was developed especially to meet the very high demand of the 
semiconductor industry. It easily decodes OCR, Bar Code, Data Matrix and QR code markings on any kind of 
wafer regardless of the wafer material. 

IOSS WID110 Wafer ID reader systems have set the highest standard for high quality results and reliability. 
These self-contained systems with a compact design achieve highest read rates and counts with customer 
proven reliability.    

 

Professional State of the Art Lighting System 

Thanks to the unique IOSS patented optical system and RGB illumination  the IOSS WID110 Wafer ID 
Reader can image any ID mark. Also super-soft marks, ultra-thin coatings, sapphire substrates can be used 
as standard. The fully automatic intuitive bright and multiple dark field illuminations offer a huge number of 
variations for the user. Up to 15 light modes (red-green-blue) as well as an auto-adjustment function are 
available to adjust lighting to application needs. With the excellent integrated illumination possibilities with 
internal and external light of the IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader also future application easily can be 
matched. As option a touch panel SD100 is available which features life image and manual code input. 
 

Unlimited Reading Algorithms 

The IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader system can make 100% wafer traceability a reality. Because of our long-
time experience our proven ID algorithms OCR, Bar Codes as well as Data Matrix can be read on all wafers. 
The system offers a flexible handling of different fonts as well as customized output formats. The read out 
results can be automatically checked via database to ensure a perfect performance. Our algorithms are 
customer proven to achieve an excellent reliability and robustness  in the field or wafer readers. 
 

Image Enhancement by using Intuitive Digital Filters 

The IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader is using fully automated image enhancement filters additionally to its 
unique RGB illumination technique. It reads Barcode, OCR Data Matrix and QR-Code in one step due to 
ultra-wide field of view. Even in the most complex cases this combination is able turning a read failure into a 
read success while increasing steadiness. 
 

 

 



 

Fastest Reading Performance 

IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader is one of the most advanced high end systems on the market. It is  extremely 
powerful and reliable . The IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader is using a high power processor that permits 
intensive image analysis to deliver extraordinary reliable results together with superlative short read times. 
 

Advanced Automatic Recipe Optimization 

The software features of the IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader automatically optimize settings to read also the 
most demanding wafer marks. It allows reading OCR, Bar Code, Data Matrix and QR Code at one time in 
one job only. The flexible recipe handling offers additional options to fulfill special application requirements. 
IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader has the possibility to change automatically the results via database 
configuration. Per trigger the IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader can prove up to 10.000 different adjustments. 
Two readers can operate at the same time on a single reader interface to read for example FRONT and 
BACKSIDE (master/slave functionality) using one trigger. Working with the system does not require 
advanced operator training. 
 

Optimum Use of Recipes 

ID-marks on wafer can vary from wafer-to-wafer and between lots. IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader 
automatically adapts to the current situation and fulfills its job. Automatic optimization of the unique 
illumination technique, RGB light as well as using the additional image enhancement filters allows a fluent 
workflow at a stretch. No manual optimization or adjustments are required by the operator. 
 

Read History Log 

The IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader has an integrated temporary storage function for data. Optionally there 
is an advanced remote tool available which allows to save information (for example: light settings, images, 
read-string, read-score, and many more) to a log file on the network. This enables an offline analysis without 
interrupting the workflow.  
 
 
Flexibility, Ease of Integration and First Level Service beyond Comparison 

IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader can be integrated very easy and require less space. It works independent to 
software platforms and uses a software version comprehensive user interface. Thanks to the compact design 
and additional available optical solutions for special applications the IOSS WID110 Wafer ID Reader can be 
integrated with any kind of wafer processing and handling system. Our top-class service and technical 
support is well known for its high level knowledge throughout our customer base. 
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